
 

 

Bridstow Neighbourhood Plan Working Group 
 

Notes of the Meeting of the 
Bridstow Neighbourhood Plan Working Group 
held on Thursday 1st February 2018 at 8.00pm 

at Bridstow Parish Hall 
 
 

Present:  Rachel Bushell, Jonathan Davis, George Barrett, Nicola La Grue, Julia Wilde, Stephen 
Machin, Robert Blackman, Patrick Hughes (Cllr) 
Bill Bloxsome (Data Orchard) 
Sam Banks (HC Neighbourhood Planning Team Leader) & Karla Johnson (HC Senior Planning 
Officer) 
Parishioners/members of the public 
 
01 Apologies 
 
Apologies for absence were received from Eileen Cook, Jo West, Amanda Smith (Cllr) and Rik 
Casstles. 
 
02 Approval of the Notes of the Last Meeting 
 
The working group verbally accepted the previous meeting notes and they were signed off by 
Rachel. Bill commented that in the previous notes he wanted to stress that the land at Buckcastle 
Hill (sloped land towards Wellsbrook Lane) was mentioned as no submission in that area had been 
received. 
Rachel asked Nicola to send Eileen all the signed minutes from previous Steering Group meetings 
that she had – Nicola replied this was already being taken care of with Eileen. 
 
03 Matters Arising 
 
Rachel read out comments she had received from parishioners and her own opinion of the current 
state of the plan. 
Nicola raised a point of clarification on the recording of the Working Group meetings. Richard 
Gething (Bridstow Parish Council Vice Chairman) stated that Working Group meetings may indeed 
be recorded but only for the purposes of assisting in the accurate production of meeting notes – 
they should not be used by third parties. 
Rachel gave a summary of the plan progress so far. She stated she had invited Sam Banks and Karla 
Johnson to the meeting to help clarify matters. 
Rachel asked Bill if the plan needed to be voted on as a whole by residents or could they vote on 
‘bits’ of a plan before submission at Reg 14. Bill replied that the entire plan must be voted on at the 
referendum. 
Rachel asked Bill to clarify the meaning of ‘planning in principal’. Bill replied that once a plan is 
accepted after a referendum then any allocation made has planning in principal agreed upon. 
 
A representative of residents from the Pool Mill area of the Parish, Peter Brown, spoke next 
concerning the proposed site at Tanglewood. He expressed concerns on their behalf - aspects such 
as the amount of traffic, access, HGVs turning, horseboxes, site visibility and vehicle speed were 
mentioned. Mr Brown was concerned at the apparent critical responses of the group to the proposal 



 

 

yet the site was voted on and accepted to be included in the plan (without scoring or assessment). 
The residents of Pool Mill (of which there were 17 signatories) were against the inclusion of the 
Tanglewood site in the plan and wish it to be removed. 
 
Rachel read out letters from residents about the Bannutree Lane site proposal.  

1) Dr Sian Miller from the Upper Usk Valley Rural Alliance (Secretary) expressed concerns on 
the possibility of building in the AONB and the A40/Wilton Site in particular (copy of letter 
on file).  

2) Email read out from Rachel’s husband, Martin Bushell, addressed to the Duchy (copy of 
letter on file). In it a meeting with the Duchy for Mr and Mrs Bushell was mentioned. It was 
decided upon that a letter from Rachel’s daughter was not read out as it was in a similar 
vein. 

3) Letter from Mr and Mrs Middlecote from The Cider Press was read out (copy of letter on 
file). 

Nicola and Julia both commented that all sites have letters of objection against them (Rachel 
commented that for Wilton Cottages the local residents there may not be aware of the plans). 
 
Rachel referred to the proposed Duchy meeting invitation for her and her husband, and asked for 
group advice. Patrick asked for a way forward on the Duchy Land (including response to Nick 
Pollock). Patrick asked for a full timeline to understand the Duchy proposal (Rachel approached the 
Duchy by email). Bill explained his understanding of the situation and that the Duchy had been 
following meeting minutes published on the PC website. The original email from Nick Pollock was 
sent to Nicola and Stephen (previous Secretary and Chairman respectively) before Christmas, and 
Nicola forwarded the email on to Rachel at her earliest opportunity in the New Year (refer to emails 
on file). Rachel summarised her email to the Duchy. Patrick added that some of the recent sites 
(reduced Tanglewood site, reduced A49/Wilton, etc.) have not been fully evaluated as they have 
come about after the original site assessment/scoring exercise.  
 
Bill moved on to the plan progress summary on his slides as the Group has been looking at sites for 
about 18 months. He explained the history of the sites (e.g. HC SHLA) that were available and how 
they came about in the plan. This included a call for sites, various developer presentations to the 
group and the scoring assessment of the then current sites in 2017. The next stage was a reduction 
in dwellings on sites to a maximum of 5 (although Wilton Cottages may take 8 new dwellings and 
one conversion). Information was passed on about the land at the Old Vicarage. Three dwellings 
were suggested by the owners, although 5 may be possible. 
 
Rachel expressed concerns about the possibility of Bridruthen and the A49/Wilton Duchy site 
becoming a large development if both were given the go ahead. Rob asked if a policy in the plan 
could be used to limit the size of the Duchy land developed and the proximity to the Bridruthen site. 
Bill suggested the land owners be contacted concerning any restrictions before Reg 14 comes up. 
George followed Rob by asking why the Duchy site proposal for 5 dwellings was so large in extent. 
George, Rachel and Rik (via email) had all questioned the usefulness of a community playground on 
the Duchy A49/Wilton site given the demographics in Bannutree Lane (very few young families). Bill 
stated that he had difficulty receiving the Duchy emails, forwarded by Rachel. 
 
Bill presented a slide showing a new total of possible housing from all sites totalling 65 (including 
Ashe Ridge). George mentioned that all sites should be included and ranked but the group would set 
a cut-off point about which recommended sites would be agreed upon. 
 
Richard Gething spoke again to confirm that the PC would like to see all sites listed by the Working 
Group for transparency purposes. 



 

 

 
Bill suggested that because of the latest 5 dwelling limit on sites, the scoring exercise should be 
repeated, especially for Littlefields, started for Foxdale, the Old Vicarage, Whitecross, Wilton Lane, 
Bridruthen and any sites added to the plan since the 2017 scoring exercise.  
 
Samantha Banks from HC spoke. She said the Group needed to produce two documents, a plan and 
a site assessment.  Both of which will have been tested to the same criteria. The plan should only 
include the recommended sites, whilst the assessment includes all sites. 
Rachel expressed a concern about subjective scoring by Working Group members who live close to 
proposed sites. Karla replied including technical evidence should counter this, rather than just 
opinions. 
George mentioned that it was possible that some parishioners would be against development on all 
sites. He repeated the critical comments received from the HC Highways Officer on nearly all sites. 
He asked Sam Banks how much weight should be placed on the Officer’s comments; could it 
represent a deal-breaker to some sites? George then asked what should go to the PC – should it be a 
list of recommended sites and then another list of sites which were rejected. Sam replied that a site 
assessment report should assess all sites, rank them in order of preference and then only the 
favoured/recommended sites added to the plan for submission to Reg 14. All sites should be 
included in the site assessment document. 
Stephen asked Sam Banks what constituted a site (anywhere someone wants to build a house 
however small the site, a number of houses or somewhere the Group thinks would be a good place 
to build houses). Sam agreed that it could be defined as any of Stephen’s definitions. Historically the 
SHLA went down to 5 dwellings (it had a specific purpose). A local plan can go lower than 5 but not 
down to individual dwelling sites, these would be allocated via the settlement boundaries.  
 
George gave an explanation of the Buckcastle area after Rachel raised the subject (George expressed 
a potential conflict of interest) and the local residents’ preference for 1 – 3 dwellings on a site, 
perhaps up to 5 dwellings. George said that the group initially was advised not to look at sites less 
than 5 dwellings but it now appears to be a requirement. 
Sam Banks said it was a decision up to the PC but added that small sites may not come with any 
‘improvements’ that larger sites might (e.g. public open space, highways/access improvements, 
etc.). The HC allocation is indicative only but a good case with robust evidence base will need to be 
presented to get a lower allocation (or to explain why the original number cannot be met). An 
example of where this has happened was given at Eardisland (the whole village is in a flood zone 3). 
Bosbury was also a community that could not meet its allocation but the plan failed at the 
examination phase (their case was not robust enough). Highways related issues on sites may be a 
case in which a lower allocation might be forthcoming. 
 
George said a lot of energy has been put into the plan so far and it would be helpful if advice from 
the Highways Officer was more objective – he asked what significant concerns for a site might 
actually mean (‘forget it’ or include it and ‘hope for the best’). Sam replied that comprehensive 
comments from the transportation team could only be given when the plan was submitted at Reg 
14. Sam also stated that the Highways Officer’s comments were made without coming on site (a 
desktop exercise) – additionally feedback from Highways England was not obtained. The plan could 
be amended after Reg 14 and before Reg 16 to consider any feedback from the Highways Officer. 
George commented that the plan has taken over 3 years to come this far and is behind schedule. 
The group should try not to antagonise any residents by including sites in the plan that would 
subsequently fail at Reg 14. George stated it would be much better if the Group knew what the 
serious contenders for sites would be from HC. Patrick agreed and thanked Sam Banks for her advice 
on submitting two documents (plan and site assessment). He stressed the importance of reviewing 
all sites and include them in the assessment document. Only the recommend ranked sites above the 



 

 

cut-off would be added to the final plan for PC consideration. In Patrick’s opinion, the PC would not 
be able to send the plan back for referral, he felt their role was more for reviewing the structure and 
readability of the plan before moving to the consultation phase. 
 
Nicola asked for clarification on the scoring with respect to specific criteria. Sam replied that a 
ranking cut-off point should be used against defined criteria. This could be at 20 or 50 dwellings, for 
example, and needs to be evidenced from the plan with logical reasoning (the examiner is looking 
for a logical process being used in the plan). 
George stated that a complete rescoring exercise should be undertaken owing to new sites coming 
forwards and the length of time since the original scoring exercise (the summer of 2017). 
Additionally, George suggested that weighting factors should be considered for the criteria. Patrick 
agreed with George and said he felt there were too many criteria and that critical ones were not 
weighted for their importance (e.g. highways access). Some of the criteria were too subjective (e.g. 
impact on views). Patrick said it was better to stick to the current assessment and repeat it. Nicola 
agreed that weighting should be employed in the scoring. George thought the weighting could be 
derived from the responses to the original residents’ questionnaire. Bill responded that a two-stage 
assessment process could be employed (removing the most undesirable sites in a first pass, then 
assessing the rest in a second stage). He suggested a possibility of approaching all landowners again 
for smaller site submission. 
 
Rachel asked if the group had any funding left to do more work with Bill (Data Orchard). Sam stated 
she was not aware of the group’s funding but that the new grant window opens on 1st April 2018. 
George asked about the deliverability of the plan, specifically how many of the sites with 5 dwellings 
might come to fruition via serious planning applications. He felt there was no obvious reason why a 
site owner would not opt for 5 dwellings as opposed to a lesser number.  
 
Bill brought up the subject of settlement boundaries and the fact they need to be decided upon for 
Bridstow (no decision had officially been made by the group). Settlement boundaries need to be 
explained to the examiner so they will be aware why any boundaries may have been changed. The 
proposed boundaries may be included in a supplementary paper. Submission for new sites may 
come at any time during the preparation of the plan (even at/after Reg 14 stage) and potentially 
they must be reviewed. 
Rachel raised the question from some landowners of capital gains tax liability on the sale of sites and 
that this might preclude sites from being put forward. 
 
Rachel asked for the scoring criteria to be reviewed in time for the next meeting and the scoring 
exercise repeated. George asked if Jonathan could re-do the scoring template – Jonathan stated he 
would be unavailable for the next two meetings (March and April) due to work commitments. 
 
Stephen said that there was the possibility that most people in the Parish would be unhappy with 
aspects of the plan and vote against it in a referendum. Could there be another way/approach? He 
stated that perhaps another referendum option could be for one or two large developments? 
Sam said there can be an option stage before Reg 14 but this adds more time and cost to the plan. 
She stated again that a few large sites could bring benefits to the community (either financial – 
Section 106 or other improvements - highways) but that small sites, dotted around, might not come 
with these benefits. HC has no preference on large sites or a multitude of smaller sites. She added 
that one large development may alienate fewer residents but is an option that may be part of the 
plan process. Both George and Stephen said there is no obvious large site candidate in Bridstow. 
George also mentioned that it might be difficult to get a majority in a referendum on anything 
amongst the local community. 
 



 

 

Roger Irwin, home owner at the property called Tanglewood, asked if the Working Group could be 
fired if the option of a large site (housing estate) was recommended. Patrick replied that as the WG 
is a sub-committee of the Parish Council, Mr Irwin should approach the PC with any complaint he 
may have. Patrick said Mr Irwin was free to come to the next PC meeting to voice his concerns. 
Richard Gething stated that any objections must be made against the process employed by the WG, 
not the WG itself. 
 
Rachel asked for the site scoring assessment to be redone. Rachel then asked about the April 
meeting, suggesting the 5th rather than the 12th. Jonathan apologised and said he would not be able 
to attend either date due to other commitments. 
 
Mr Brown from Poole Mill who spoke earlier asked about the scoring of the Tanglewood site. 
Jonathan stated that not all the scores had been received yet but that so far, the Tanglewood site 
did not score favourably for potential development. Mr Brown asked when the scores would be 
made public but as the scoring exercise is to be repeated, that would not be for some time yet. 
Bill asked which of the sites would be rescored (all sites or a shorter list). 
George suggested the rescoring should take place only on sites with 5 dwellings and use the 
settlement boundary to manage smaller sites. Nicola stated she agreed with Sam’s advice and felt all 
sites should be scored.  
Sam replied that all sites received so far (that are still on the table) should be scored. There would be 
no requirement for another call for sites. There would be no need to re-score the ‘Lane’s’ land SW of 
Bannutree (site withdrawn), nor the Duchy land proposal next to Bridstow School (withdrawn) or the 
land at Cotterell’s Farm. Sam recommended these specific sites were added to the complete site list 
for the assessment document but mention they have been withdrawn.  
Nicola asked what should be scored of the Duchy proposal on the A49/Wilton site (as the number of 
dwellings had decreased from 20-25 to 5). Sam replied that both proposals should be scored. 
Julia said the land at the Old Vicarage should also be scored. 
 
A new resident, Dave Kerwin, at Rock Cottage suggested in his experience (ex-process planning 
engineer) the weighting of criteria should be applied to the scorecard.  
 
 
 
04 Parish Council Report 
 
Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 

 
 
05  Clayton Swing Park (Meeting the needs of the Young People in the area) 
 
Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 

 
 06 Review of the Proposed Development Sites Scores 
 
Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 

 
07 Review of the Draft Plan 
 
Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 



 

 

 
08  Next Stages 

Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 

 

09 Dates for Public Consultation (Availability of the Hall) 

Not covered owing to revision of site scoring process (see Matters Arising). 

 

10 AOB 

See Matters Arising 

11 Date of Next Meeting 

The next meeting will be held on Thursday 8th March starting at 8.00pm. 
 
 
The meeting closed at 9.33pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


